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After the execution of her father, the young and beautiful Lady Asano is in grave danger from the powerful Lord Kira. In order to save herself
Asano must find Oishi, the leader of the fighting men of her clan. She believes he is three hundred miles to the southwest in the imperial city
of Kyoto. Disguising her loveliness in the humble garments of a traveling priest, and calling herself Cat, Lady Asano travels the fabled
Tokaido Road. Her only tools are her quick wits, her samurai training, and her deadly, six foot-long naginata. And she will need them all, for a
ronin has been hired to pursue her, a mysterious man who will play a role in Cat's drama that neither could have ever imagined. . . . At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
From New York Times culture reporter Dave Itzkoff, the definitive biography of Robin Williams – a compelling portrait of one of America’s
most beloved and misunderstood entertainers. From his rapid-fire stand-up comedy riffs to his breakout role in Mork & Mindy and his
Academy Award-winning performance in Good Will Hunting, Robin Williams was a singularly innovative and beloved entertainer. He often
came across as a man possessed, holding forth on culture and politics while mixing in personal revelations – all with mercurial, tonguetwisting intensity as he inhabited and shed one character after another with lightning speed. But as Dave Itzkoff shows in this revelatory
biography, Williams’s comic brilliance masked a deep well of conflicting emotions and self-doubt, which he drew upon in his comedy and in
celebrated films like Dead Poets Society; Good Morning, Vietnam; The Fisher King; Aladdin; and Mrs. Doubtfire, where he showcased his
limitless gift for improvisation to bring to life a wide range of characters. And in Good Will Hunting he gave an intense and controlled
performance that revealed the true range of his talent. Itzkoff also shows how Williams struggled mightily with addiction and depression –
topics he discussed openly while performing and during interviews – and with a debilitating condition at the end of his life that affected him in
ways his fans never knew. Drawing on more than a hundred original interviews with family, friends, and colleagues, as well as extensive
archival research, Robin is a fresh and original look at a man whose work touched so many lives.
Here is the first historically accurate graphic-novel version of a legendary event in Japanese history. In the eighteenth century, forty-seven
samurai avenged the death of their master in a plot involving over two years of secrecy. After succeeding in their mission, the masterless
samurai all committed ritual suicide. The story, which is a national legend, remains a most potent example of Japan’s deeply rooted cultural
imperatives of honor, persistence, loyalty, and sacrifice, and of bushido—the samurai code.
"A thunderbolt, full of lightning and excitement, one you won't put down until its last extraordinary page." —The Japan Times The violence of
twelfth-century Japan explodes in this half-legendary, half-true story of a violent man who becomes a folk hero. A heartless savage, the
Ronin, or "wandering samurai," slashes his way up from the gutter to wealth, honor and status. In spite of his crime sand bloodthirsty cruelty,
he bears the strange mark of destiny that the wise see and respect, even as he destroys them. Told with humor and irony, the tale ranges
from the pleasantly colloquial to the brutally satiric, yet never relents in the Ronin's ruthless search for the truth. The storyteller hides nothing
and speaks bluntly, yet this jewel-like tale shimmers with tantalizing riddles that will haunt the reader just as they haunted the Ronin. Sure to
shock, confound and ultimately inspire readers, The Ronin is loosely based upon an ancient legend told to the author by the Zen Master
Nyogen Senzaki.
The best-selling workbook and grammar guide, revised and updated! Hailed as one of the best books around for teaching grammar, The Blue
Book of Grammar and Punctuation includes easy-to-understand rules, abundant examples, dozens of reproducible exercises, and pre- and
post-tests to help teach grammar to middle and high schoolers, college students, ESL students, homeschoolers, and more. This concise,
entertaining workbook makes learning English grammar and usage simple and fun. This updated Twelfth Edition reflects the latest updates to
English usage and grammar and features a two-color design and lay-flat binding for easy photocopying. Clear and concise, with easy-tofollow explanations, offering “just the facts” on English grammar, punctuation, and usage Fully updated to reflect the latest rules, along with
quizzes and pre- and post-tests to help teach grammar Ideal for students from seventh grade through adulthood in the US and abroad For
anyone who wants to understand the major rules and subtle guidelines of English grammar and usage, The Blue Book of Grammar and
Punctuation offers comprehensive, straightforward instruction.
The long-awaited new novel from one of America’s most highly regarded contemporary writers, The Committed follows the unnamed
Sympathizer as he arrives in Paris in the early 1980s with his blood brother Bon. The pair try to overcome their pasts and ensure their futures
by engaging in capitalism in one of its purest forms: drug dealing. Traumatized by his reeducation at the hands of his former best friend, Man,
and struggling to assimilate into French culture, the Sympathizer finds Paris both seductive and disturbing. As he falls in with a group of leftwing intellectuals whom he meets at dinner parties given by his French Vietnamese “aunt,” he finds stimulation for his mind but also
customers for his narcotic merchandise. But the new life he is making has perils he has not foreseen, whether the self-torture of addiction, the
authoritarianism of a state locked in a colonial mindset, or the seeming paradox of how to reunite his two closest friends whose worldviews
put them in absolute opposition. The Sympathizer will need all his wits, resourcefulness, and moral flexibility if he is to prevail. Both literary
thriller and novel of ideas, The Committed is a blistering portrayal of commitment and betrayal that will cement Viet Thanh Nguyen’s position
in the firmament of American letters.
The story of the 47 Ronin - a band of samurai who became masterless after the enforced suicide of their daimyo - is a legend which stems
from a true historical episode of deadly revenge during the period 1701-1703. This tale remains one of the most enduring myths in Japanese
culture as an exemplar of bushido, the samurai code of honour and loyalty. The story became widely popularized in Japan and as woodblock
prints (ukiyo-e) grew in popularity, the 47 Ronin became a favoured subject. Kunisada's 47 Ronin remains one of the greatest ukiyo-e series
of the late Edo period.
While obtaining a Western education at a prestigious Japanese boarding school in 1890, sixteen-year-old Toyo also receives traditional
samurai training which has profound effects on both his baseball game and his relationship with his father.
In the tempestuous closing decades of the sixteenth century, the Empire of Japan writhes in chaos as the shogunate crumbles and rival
warlords battle for supremacy. Warrior monks in their armed citadels block the road to the capital; castles are destroyed, villages plundered,
fields put to the torch. Amid this devastation, three men dream of uniting the nation. At one extreme is the charismatic but brutal Nobunaga,
whose ruthless ambition crushes all before him. At the opposite pole is the cold, deliberate Ieyasu, wise in counsel, brave in battle, mature
beyond his years. But the keystone of this triumvirate is the most memorable of all, Hideyoshi, who rises from the menial post of sandal
bearer to become Taiko--absolute ruler of Japan in the Emperor's name. When Nobunaga emerges from obscurity by destroying an army ten
times the size of his own, he allies himself with Ieyasu, whose province is weak, but whose canniness and loyalty make him invaluable. Yet it
is the scrawny, monkey-faced Hideyoshi--brash, impulsive, and utterly fearless--who becomes the unlikely savior of this ravaged land. Born
the son of a farmer, he takes on the world with nothing but his bare hands and his wits, turning doubters into loyal servants, rivals into faithful
friends, and enemies into allies. In all this he uses a piercing insight into human nature that unlocks castle gates, opens men's minds, and
captures women's hearts. For Hideyoshi's passions are not limited to war and intrigue-his faithful wife, Nene, holds his love dear, even when
she must share it; the chaste Oyu, sister of Hideyoshi's chief strategist, falls prey to his desires; and the seductive Chacha, whom he rescues
from the fiery destruction of her father's castle, tempts his weakness. As recounted by Eiji Yoshikawa, author of the international best-seller
Musashi, Taiko tells many stories: of the fury of Nobunaga and the fatal arrogance of the black-toothed Yoshimoto; of the pathetic downfall of
the House of Takeda; how the scorned Mitsuhide betrayed his master; how once impregnable ramparts fell as their defenders died gloriously.
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Most of all, though, Taiko is the story of how one man transformed a nation through the force of his will and the depth of his humanity. Filled
with scenes of pageantry and violence, acts of treachery and self-sacrifice, tenderness and savagery, Taiko combines the panoramic
spectacle of a Kurosawa epic with a vivid evocation of feudal Japan.
Japan underwent tumultuous changes in the eighteenth century. The merchant class was rising in power, and the privileges of the
professional warriors, or "samurai", were disappearing. The 47 Ronin Story is the classic story of Lord Asano of Ako and one of the bloodiest
vendettas in Japan's feudal history. In 1701 in Edo, Japan, Lord Asano of Ako lashed out at a corrupt court official and set in motion a chain
of events that shocked the country and brought the Shogun himself to a legal and moral impasse. When it was over, there emerged the most
unlikely set of heroes-the forty-seven ronin, or "ex-samurai", of Ako.
A classic tale that will captivate lovers of Japan, history, and epic adventure alike. Japan's most celebrated tale of chivalry, loyalty and
revenge—and the basis for a Hollywood feature film starring Keanu Reaves—47 Ronin is the epic tale of a heroic band of Samurai warriors
who defy the Japanese Emperor to avenge the honor of their fallen master. The story begins in 1701 when the noble Lord Asano attacks an
official at court. His punishment is swift and harsh—the Emperor orders Lord Asano to commit ritual suicide (harikiri). His lands are
confiscated, his family exiled, and his Samurai warrior brigade is disbanded—becoming Ronin or masterless, wandering renegades. While
appearing to follow the Emperor's instructions, the 47 Ronin plot in secret for many years, biding their time until the moment to strike is right.
Like the story of the Knights of the Round Table, the Ronin's deeds became legendary, iconic examples of courage, cunning and loyalty in an
age when the Samurai were true heroes and honor was something worth dying for. John Allyn's vivid retelling, with a foreword by scholar and
film advisor, Stephen Turnbull, presents this epic of Japanese literature in its correct historical context.
'Clements has a knack for writing suspenseful sure-footed conflict scenes: His recounting of the Korean invasion led by samurai and daimyo
Toyotomi Hideyoshi reads like a thriller. If you're looking for a samurai primer, Clements' guide will keep you on the hook' Japan Times,
reviewed as part of an Essential Reading for Japanophiles series From a leading expert in Japanese history, this is one of the first full
histories of the art and culture of the Samurai warrior. The Samurai emerged as a warrior caste in Medieval Japan and would have a powerful
influence on the history and culture of the country from the next 500 years. Clements also looks at the Samurai wars that tore Japan apart in
the 17th and 18th centuries and how the caste was finally demolished in the advent of the mechanized world.
"A story of honor and bloody revenge." The legend of the 47 ronin is one of the most popular and best known stories about the samurai in
Japan. It is often referred to as the country's "national legend" and is the most revered example of the samurai code of honor, bushido, put to
the ultimate test. The story tells of a group of samurai who, in 1701, were left leaderless (becoming ronin) after their daimyo (feudal lord)
Asano Naganori was compelled to commit seppuku (ritual suicide) for assaulting a court official named Kira Yoshinaka. The ronin, led by
Asano's chief councilor, Oishi Yoshio, avenged their master's honor by killing Kira, after waiting and planning for almost two years. In turn, the
ronin were themselves forced to commit seppuku for committing the crime of murder. With much embellishment, this true story was
popularized in Japanese culture as emblematic of the loyalty, sacrifice, persistence, and honor that people should preserve in their daily lives.
The popularity of the almost mythical tale was enhanced by rapid modernization following the fall of the shogun during the Meiji era of
Japanese history. Many versions of the events appeared and the story of the 47 ronin continues to be popular in Japan to this day. This book
traces the history of the story through various retellings. It includes the first English version to appear in print, from Isaac Titsingh's
"Illustrations of Japan," published in 1822, plus the second from "The Capital of the Tycoon" by Rutherford Alcock. It also includes in full "The
Forty-Seven Ronins" from "Tales of Old Japan" by A. B. Mitford (plus his account of seppuku/hara-kiri), "The Loyal Ronins" by Shunsui
Tamenaga, translated by Shiuichiro Saito and Edward Greey and "The Forty-Seven Ronin" by James Murdoch from "A History of Japan."
This is a comprehensive collection which brings together some of the best known versions of the story and serves as a perfect introduction to
the legendary tale of the 47 ronin. For more information please visit Purple Rose at www.purplerosebooks.com and view our other titles and
new releases.
Japanese Judges have to contend with violent crime and ancient tradition in a collection of fast-paced tales. Set in the universe of Judge
Dredd, but taking place in a very different kind of city, this is a whole new brand of justice... Hondo-City is the Japanese equivalent of MegaCity One; a large, sprawling urban mass policed by Judges. Culturally, however, it is totally different. While on the forefront of modern
technology, the Hondo-citizens remain tied to the roots and customs of feudal Japan, including the way in which the women are treated as
inferior to the male populace. Though the Samurai-like Judge-Inspectors are seen to be in charge, the Yakuza crime Syndicates still have a
hold on power. Here is a slice of Hondo-City law…

The name 'Samurai' is synonymous with the ultimate warrior. With their elaborate armour, fierce swordsmanship and
code of honour, the samurai have become iconic figures whose influence can still be felt today . From Kurosawa's epic
Seven Samurai to the figure of Darth Vader in Star Wars, to Manga comics and video games, the figure of the fighting
samurai still inspires us today. In John Man's new book we discover the truth behind the legend. From his birth in the
shadow of the great volcano Sakurajima, to his glorious death by ritual suicide and disembowelment, Saigo Takamori
was the ultimate Samurai leader. His fall brought about the end of hundreds of years of Samurai tradition and in many
ways marks the birth of modern Japan. Saigo was a man trapped by paradox: a faithful servant to the emperor, and yet a
leader of rebel troops; a mighty Samurai warrior, and also a master of Chinese poetry. His life, and ultimately his death,
offer a window into the hundreds of years of culture and tradition that defined the samurai.
Rokuemon Haskura, a low-ranking warrior, is chosen as one of a group of envoys to the Viceroy of Mexico and Pope
Paul V, but by the time his delegation returns to Japan, a policy of isolation has been established
The Forty-Seven R?nin vendetta is one of the most famous incidents in Japanese history, but it is also one of the most
misunderstood. John A. Tucker seeks to provide a credible account of the vendetta and its afterlife in history. He
suggests that, when considered historically and holistically, the vendetta appears as a site of contested cultural ground,
with conflicts, disagreements, and debates characterizing its three-century history far more than cultural unanimity about
its values, virtues, and icons. Tucker narrates the incident as the historical event that it was, within the context of
Tokugawa social, political, cultural, and spiritual history, before exploring the vendetta as conflicted cultural ground,
generating a steady flow of essays, novels, plays, and ideologically driven expressions intrinsic to the course of
Japanese history. This engaging, accessible study provides insights into ways in which events and debates from early
modern history have continued to inform developments in modern Japan.
In The 47th Samurai, Bob Lee Swagger, the gritty hero of Stephen Hunter's bestselling novels Point of Impact and Time
to Hunt, returns in this intense and exotic thriller. Bob Lee Swagger and Philip Yano are bound together by a single
moment at Iwo Jima, 1945, when their fathers, two brave fighters on opposite sides, met in the bloody and chaotic battle
for the island. Only Earl Swagger survived. More than sixty years later, Yano comes to America to honor the legacy of his
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heroic father by recovering the sword he used in the battle. His search has led him to Crazy Horse, Idaho, where Bob
Lee, ex-marine and Vietnam veteran, has settled into a restless retirement and immediately pledges himself to Yano's
quest. Bob Lee finds the sword and delivers it to Yano in Tokyo. On inspection, they discover that it is not a standard
WWII blade, but a legendary shin-shinto katana, an artifact of the nation. It is priceless but worth killing for. Suddenly Bob
is at the center of a series of terrible crimes he barely understands but vows to avenge. And to do so, he throws himself
into the world of the samurai, Tokyo's dark, criminal yakuza underworld, and the unwritten rules of Japanese culture.
Swagger's allies, hard-as-nails, American-born Susan Okada and the brave, cocaine-dealing tabloid journalist Nick
Yamamoto, help him move through this strange, glittering, and ominous world from the shady bosses of the seamy
Kabukicho district to officials in the highest echelons of the Japanese government, but in the end, he is on his own and
will succeed only if he can learn that to survive samurai, you must become samurai. As the plot races and the violence
escalates, it becomes clear that a ruthless conspiracy is in place, and the only thing that can be taken for granted is that
money, power, and sex can drive men of all nationalities to gruesome extremes. If Swagger hopes to stop them, he must
be willing not only to die but also to kill.
The inspiration for the Jedi knights of Star Wars and the films of Akira Kurosawa, the legendary Japanese samurai have
captured modern imaginations. Yet with these elite warriors who were bound by a code of honor called Bushido—the Way
of the Warrior—the reality behind the myth proves more fascinating than any fiction. In Samurai, celebrated author John
Man provides a unique and captivating look at their true history, told through the life of one man: Saigo Takamori, known
to many as "the last samurai." In 1877 Takamori led a rebel army of samurai in a heroic "last stand" against the Imperial
Japanese Army, who sought to end the "way of the sword" in favor of firearms and modern warfare. Man's thrilling
narrative brings to life the hidden world of the samurai as never before.
The Ronin's Mistress is a brilliant new twist on the fabled tale of the 47 Ronin, from Laura Joh Rowland--an author with "a
painter's eye for the minutiae of court life [and] a politician's ear for intrigue." --The New York Times Book Review Japan,
1703. On a snowy night, 47 warriors murder the man at the center of the scandal that turned them from samurai into
masterless ronin two years before. Clearly this was an act of revenge--but why did they wait so long? And is there any
reason they should not immediately be ordered to commit ritual suicide? Sano Ichiro, demoted from Chamberlain to his
old post as Most Honorable Investigator of Events, Situations, and People, has mere days to solve the greatest mystery
of samurai legend--while his own fortunes hang in the balance.
This is the story of a few men who valued justice more than life. They were members of the large Corps of Samurai in the
feudal domain of Akô in western Japan. But when their lord committed the crime of drawing his sword within the castle of
the Shogun, the law decreed that he should be sentenced to death, that his heir would not inherit the domain, and all of
his vassals would become ronin, evicted from their homes and deprived of their income. All 308 samurai in Akô knew the
law and accepted it. And if their lord had succeeded in killing the man he attacked in the castle that would have been the
tragic end of this episode. But their lord was subdued and failed to kill his enemy; which meant that yet another law came
into play: the Principle of Equal Punishment. 47: The True Story of the Vendetta of the 47 Ronin from Akô tells the
harrowing tale of how all this was argued, what the consequences were, and what ultimately became of those forty-seven
men who remained. 47 Ronin tells the tale in immense detail--with maps, graphics, and gorgeous illustrations.
Now an HBO documentary series streaming on HBO Max. One of the Best Books of the Year Time * NPR * Washington Post *
Bloomberg News * Chicago Tribune * Chicago Public Library * Fortune * Los Angeles Times * E! News * The Telegraph * Apple *
Library Journal In this newly updated edition of the "meticulous and devastating" (Associated Press) account of violence and
espionage that spent months on the New York Times Bestsellers list, Ronan Farrow exposes serial abusers and a cabal of
powerful interests hell-bent on covering up the truth, at any cost - from Hollywood to Washington and beyond. In 2017, a routine
network television investigation led to a story only whispered about: one of Hollywood's most powerful producers was a predator,
protected by fear, wealth, and a conspiracy of silence. As Farrow drew closer to the truth, shadowy operatives, from high-priced
lawyers to elite war-hardened spies, mounted a secret campaign of intimidation, threatening his career, following his every move,
and weaponizing an account of abuse in his own family. This is the untold story of the exotic tactics of surveillance and intimidation
deployed by wealthy and connected men to threaten journalists, evade accountability, and silence victims of abuse. And it's the
story of the women who risked everything to expose the truth and spark a global movement Los Angeles Times Book Prize Finalist
Finalist for the National Book Critics Circle Award in AutobiographyIndie Bound #1 BestsellerUSA Today BestsellerWall Street
Journal Bestseller
Praised by the Chicago Sun-Times for its “furious, indignant power,” this story offers a rare, funny, bitter, and feminist look at war.
First published in London in 1930, Not So Quiet... (on the Western Front) describes a group of British women ambulance drivers
on the French front lines during World War I, surviving shell fire, cold, and their punishing commandant, "Mrs. Bitch." The novel
takes the guise of an autobiography by Smith, pseudonym for Evadne Price. The novel's power comes from Smith's outrage at the
senselessness of war, at her country's complacent patriotism, and her own daily contact with the suffering and the wounded.
A remarkable and true tale of loyalty, vengeance, and ritual suicide. . . . In the spring of 1701, the regional lord Asano Naganori
wounded his supervising official, Kira Yoshinaka, during an important ceremony in the ruling shogunate's Edo Castle and was at
once condemned to death. Within two years, in the dead of winter, a band of forty-seven of Asano's retainers avenged him by
breaking into Yoshinaka’s mansion and killing him. Subsequently, all the men were sentenced to death but allowed to perform it
honorably by seppuku. This incident—often called the Ako Incident—became a symbol of samurai honor andat once prompted stage
dramatization in kabuki and puppet theater. It has since has been told and retold in short and long stories, movies, TV dramas.
The story has also attracted the attention of foreign writers and translators. The most recent retelling was the 2013 Hollywood film
47 Ronin, with Keanu Reeves, though it was wildly and willfully distorted. What did actually happen and how has this famous
vendetta resonated through history? Hiroaki Sato's examination is a close, comprehensive look at the Ako Incident through the
context of its times, portraits of the main protagonists, and its literary legacy in the haiku ofthe avengers. Also included is Sato's
new translation of Akutagawa Ryunosuke's short story about leader Oishi Kuranosuke as he awaited sentencing.
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The sect was said to harbour dark designs to overthrow the government. Its teachers used a dead language that was impenetrable
to all but the innermost circle of believers. Its priests preached love and kindness, but helped local warlords acquire firearms. They
encouraged believers to cast aside their earthly allegiances and swear loyalty to a foreign god-emperor, before seeking paradise
in terrible martyrdoms. The cult was in open revolt, led, it was said, by a boy sorcerer. Farmers claiming to have the blessing of an
alien god had bested trained samurai in combat and proclaimed that fires in the sky would soon bring about the end of the world.
The Shogun called old soldiers out of retirement for one last battle before peace could be declared in Japan. For there to be an
end to war, he said, the Christians would have to die. This is a true story.
Masterless, but not without duty. Homeless, but not without family. Stripped of their positions and privilege, but not without honor.
Spied upon and betrayed, but not without a secret. Before they die as Samurai, they must fight as Ronin.
The Samurai Banner of Furin Kazan presents an accurate portrait of this era in Japanese history. Originally published in Japanese
in 1959, this classic novel by Yasushi Inoue takes place during the Japanese Warring Era (1467-1573)—a time when a fractured
Japan was ruled by three powerful young warlords: Takeda Shingen, Iwagawa Yoshimoto and Hojo Ujiyasu. The story focuses on
Takeda Shingen and his one-eyed, crippled strategist, Yamamoto Kansuke. The brilliant strategies of Kansuke, inspired by his
passion for war and his admiration for his enemies' war tactics, are beautifully expressed throughout this book. Takeda Shingen—a
proud and confident warlord—wants to expand his territory. When he retains the ambitious and mysterious Yamamoto Kansuke—a
masterless, unheralded samurai—as his war strategist, he discovers a bold and cunning collaborator. Kansuke's talents at
diplomacy and his prescient understanding of war strategy leads Shingen's clan to great success, a path which leads the pair to
Princess Yuu. When Kansuke discovers her among the ruins of a castle he has just captured, she is about to commit ritual suicide,
jigaki. Kansuke falls under her spell—and convinces her to live to carry on her family's lineage. The conflicting ambitions of
Shingen, Kansuke, and Princess Yuu are at the heart of this complex and intensely dramatic story. Each of the three needs the
others in order to attain their goals. In the end, the lines between who is using whom are blurred beyond understanding. Though
there's some doubt as to whether Kansuke really existed, the historical narrative and depictions of daily life present a unique and
engaging look at the end of the feudal era in Japan.
The Ninjas today are the stuff of myth and legend in comics, film and electronic games. But once they were real, the medieval
equivalent of the SAS: spies, saboteurs, assassins. In their secrecy, under-cover skills and determination to survive, they were the
opposite of the overt, self destructive samurai. Could they fly? Make themselves invisible? Of course not.It was just that their skills
gave them a magical aura. As a result, martial artists and story-tellers have turned them into fantasy creatures, from James Bond
to Mutant Turtles. In Ninja John Man goes in search of the truth. In a journey to the heartland of the ninjas, he takes us from their
origins over 1,000 years ago, through their heyday in the civil wars that ended with Japan’s unification in 1600. But that was not
the end of the ninja ethos. That re-emerged in World War Two as a little-known counterpart to Japanese militarism. Ninja ways live
on in the real ‘last of the ninjas’, Hiroo Onoda, who held out in the Philippine jungle for 30 years.

Kuniyoshi was a master of the warrior woodblock print — and these 18th-century illustrations represent the pinnacle of his
craft. Full-color portraits of renowned Japanese samurais pulse with movement, passion, and remarkably fine detail.
Outcast Kai joins a group of ex-samurai robbed of their position by the murder of their original leader by their overlord,
and together they face a series of harrowing trials as they seek vengeance against the murderer.
“Exotic, entertaining . . . [an] exceptional first novel.”—San Francisco Chronicle The year is 1861. After two centuries of
isolation, Japan has opened its doors to the West. And as foreign ships threaten to rain destruction on the Shogun’s
castle in Edo, a small group of American missionaries has arrived to spread the word of their God. They have yet to
realize that their future in Japan has already been foreseen. For a young nobleman has dreamt that his life will be saved
by an outsider in the New Year. . . and it is said that Lord Genji has the gift of prophecy. What happens next—when the
handsome lord meets an appa rently reformed gunslinger and a woman in flight from her own destructive beauty—sets the
stage for a remarkable adventure. For as this unlikely band embarks on a journey through a landscape bristling with
danger, East and West, flesh and spirit, past and future, collide in ways no one—least of all Genji—could have imagined.
Praise for Cloud of Sparrows “The book seizes you from start to finish.”—The Washington Post “Adventurefilled.”—Entertainment Weekly “Rich . . . with an ambitious, unexpected ending that cuts deeper than a samurai
sword.”—San Francisco Chronicle
Loyalty, revenge and swordplay—the classic Japanese tale of the 47 ronin retold for a new audience
This fascinating history tells the story of the people of Japan, from ancient teenage priest-queens to teeming hordes of
salarymen, a nation that once sought to conquer China, yet also shut itself away for two centuries in self-imposed
seclusion. First revealed to Westerners in the chronicles of Marco Polo, Japan was a legendary faraway land defended
by a fearsome Kamikaze storm and ruled by a divine sovereign. It was the terminus of the Silk Road, the furthest end of
the known world, a fertile source of inspiration for European artists, and an enduring symbol of the mysterious East. In
recent times, it has become a powerhouse of global industry, a nexus of popular culture, and a harbinger of postindustrial decline. With intelligence and wit, author Jonathan Clements blends documentary and storytelling styles to
connect the past, present and future of Japan, and in broad yet detailed strokes reveals a country of paradoxes: a
modern nation steeped in ancient traditions; a democracy with an emperor as head of state; a famously safe society built
on 108 volcanoes resting on the world's most active earthquake zone; a fast-paced urban and technologically advanced
country whose land consists predominantly of mountains and forests. Among the chapters in this Japanese history book
are: The Way of the Gods: Prehistoric and Mythical Japan A Game of Thrones: Minamoto vs. Taira Time Warp: 200
Years of Isolation The Stench of Butter: Restoration and Modernization The New Breed: The Japanese Miracle
1581, In the midst of Japan's warring states, a group of four shinobi have just become some of the few survivors of a
scattered tribe. The legendary warlord, Nobunaga Oda, a man obsessed with the unification of Japan, is responsible for
the devastation upon the shinobi's home village. In order to avenge their clan, two young brothers make a pact with the
former comrades of their father. Unaware, the shinobi are dragged into a mysterious journey in search of a legacy left by
their departed mentor that will change the destiny of a nation. Real people and events that delves deep into the culture of
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an epic era, packaged into an entertaining story of adventure and mystery.
Both a master of the sword and a slave to it, Aragami Ketsuko cannot resist the tide of violence that would destroy her
clan. Taking up her fallen father's 'Red Devil' mask, Ketsuko fights to save her people, no matter the bloody cost. WHAT
IS THE SWORD? KETSUKO CARVES HER WAY THROUGH THE WORLD IN SEARCH OF THE ANSWER. 16th
century Japan. The fates of warlords ebb and flow like tides of blood, none more than the Aragami Clan who follow their
lord clad in the ‘Red Devil’ mask into every battle. But when Lord Aragami succumbs to illness, his daughter, the fierce
Ketsuko, hatches a plot to save her people, no matter the cost... Years later, as Ketsuko wanders the heaving battlefields
of her ruined homeland, she discovers a chance to avenge the terrible wrong done to her clan, even if it means stepping
back onto a road steeped in slaughter. From writer Sebastin Girner (Shirtless Bear-Fighter!, Scales & Scoundrels) and
artist John Bivens (Creature Feature, Spread) comes a blood-drenched love letter to Samurai fiction in a chilling tale of
guilt, trauma, and vengeance. Collects the complete five issue series.
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